On Creativity and Parametric Design
A preliminary study of designer’s behaviour when employing parametric
design tools
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Abstract. This research explores the relationship between unexpected outcomes
generated through parametric design tools and the design creative process. We conducted
an empirical study to observe how designers behave while encountering unexpected
outcomes using parametric design tools as well as other kinds of design tools. From
our study, there are some indications that the space of possible design solutions of the
participants was expanded with the existence of unexpected outcomes. The preliminary
result is encouraging. Further studies may need to address experience designers and
novice designers separately.						
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PARAMETRIC DESIGN AND CREATIVITY
Parametric design is a recent trend in computeraided architectural design. Around the world, there
are more and more amazing buildings achieved
through parametric design methods. However, discussions about the creative process in parametric
design are limited. Using parametric design methods, architects can rapidly generate design alternatives, which in turn may promote reflections and reexaminations of design problems. This process may
help novice designers to broaden their understanding of design problems and foster their creativity.
This research explores the relationship between unexpected outcomes generated through parametric
design tools and the design creative process.
For designers, unexpected outcomes bring
possibilities of new ideas. From our anecdotal observations of undergraduate students learning to
use parametric design tools, unexpected outcomes
are often caused by complex parameter settings

and mistaken links between input and output data.
Complex-parameter induced unexpected outcomes
are mainly resulted from the lack of understanding
in computer programming. Mistaken-link induced
unexpected outcomes are mainly resulted from the
lack of understanding in Mathematics and Geometry. Nevertheless, the unexpected and sometimes
totally out-of-context outputs ignited design discussions.
Gero (1990; 2000) postulates the model of creative design process and describes routine designs,
innovative designs, and creative designs (Figure 1).
Innovative designs are designs with “familiar structure but novel appearance because the values of the
defining variables are unfamiliar” (Gero, 1990: 31)
whereas creative designs are achieved through introducing “new variables producing new types” (Gero,
1990: 31). Cagan and Agogino (1991) demonstrated
that although parametric design tools were primar-
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ily used to generate routine designs, they could be
used to create innovative designs as well. Mitchell
(1993) illustrated creative designs may be produced
by emergence in the design process. Gero (2000)
further elaborates the process of innovative design
and creative design in computational terms: innovative designing activity occurs when “the context that
constrains the available ranges of the values for the
variables is jettisoned so that unexpected values become possible” (Gero, 2000: 187) and creative designing activity occurs when “one or more new variables
is introduced into the design” (Gero, 2000: 187). However, Gero (2000) cautions that creative designing
processes may help, but not guarantee, to produce
creative artifacts.
More recently, Kilian (2006) demonstrates
through multiple case studies using parametric
Modelling, combined with other computational
principles, to support explorations of innovative
design. Barrios Hernandez (2006) presents a new
approach to parametric design and illustrates a
creative designing process. Jones and Sweet (2010)
teach parametric design through innovative designing and creative designing activities. From our
observation of students learning to use parametric
design tools, it seems that outputs from parametric
models, especially the unexpected ones, help the
students to broaden their space of possible designs.
This, in turn, may achieve creative designs.

may trigger many changes of other parameters according to the relations. At times, some relations are
inherent and thus the resulted changes may not be
easily understood. This appears to learners of parametric modelling as a phenomenon of “complex parameters” (see Figure 2, top 2 rows).
Creating a parametric model is a process to formulate and organize constraints. Some constraints
may govern the overall volume of the design solutions. Some constraints may concern the minimal
length of a wall so that it may allow for a door on it.
The modelling process requires a designer to establish a structure, which is usually hierarchical, of associative constraints so that solutions may be achieved
(Woodbury, 2010). The dependencies of constraints
have to be managed through matching number of
parameters and matching data type in each parameter. If a constraint concerns three input parameters
but gets only two input values, it cannot produce
any result. On the other hand, a constraint may produce partial solutions so that it cannot appropriately
trigger its associated constraints. The resulting outcomes from such parametric models may be totally
incomprehensible. This appears to learners of parametric modelling as a phenomenon of “mistaken
links” (see Figure 2, bottom 2 rows).
Figure 1
State spaces of designs (from
Gero, 1990).

SOME PHENOMENA IN PARAMETRIC
MODELLING
Parametric models are in essence created by a set
of constraints specified using parameters and their
relations (Woodbury, 2010). In the context of architectural design, even a simple design solution
may contain hundreds of objects, each of which
has at least a handful to a dozen of geometric parameters. Therefore, a parametric design model has
to manage thousands of relations between parameters (Monedero, 2000; Davis, Burry and Burry, 2011;
Leitão, Santos and Lopes, 2012). A design solution
can only be generated when all constraints are resolved. Any change in the value of one parameter
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A programmer with experienced parametric modelling techniques may treat both phenomena described above as bugs (errors) in the parametric
model. We have observed these incidents in an undergraduate course teaching geometric modelling
using parametric tools. Often in the class, students
were puzzled by the unexpected outcomes and the

Figure 2
Generative variations (top
2 rows: 12 variations from a
parametric model of complex
parameters; bottom 2 rows: 12
variations from a parametric
model of mistaken links).

instructor attempted to help students “correcting”
their models. Of course, in the context of the course,
students may have target outcomes that need to
be generated by correctly formulated parametric
models. Nevertheless, in the context of design exploration, these phenomena create unexpected outcomes that may be intriguing and can broaden the
space of possible designs.

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY
We conducted an empirical study to observe how
designers behave while encountering unexpected
outcomes using parametric design tools as well as
other kinds of design tools. Unfortunately, we were
not able to recruit experienced design practitioners
who are also experienced users of parametric design
tools. We decided to recruit graduate students who

are confident in using parametric design tools and
with at least 4 years of undergraduate architectural
design trainings.
Each participant was asked to perform three design tasks, on separate days, with a different design
tool for each task. The available design tools are (1)
a parametric design software of their choice, (2) a
non-parametric design software of their choice, and
(3) pens and papers. The three design tasks are different but similar in that the objective is to create a
space for specific requirements: a space for waiting
that is quiet in atmosphere and smooth in texture;
a space for passage that is joyful in atmosphere and
heavy in texture; and a space for wandering that is
hostile in atmosphere and light in texture. The order
of tools and the order of design tasks are all randomly selected.
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Category

Subcategory

Code Verbalization

familiarization
problem definition

Pf
Pd

statements or questions of design constraints
statements of what the problem should be
statements or questions regarding the nature of
analysis
Pa
the problem, especially what the constraints
imply
problem
often inferred from analysis, statements
Pr
structuring redefinition
involving redefinition of what constraints meant
statements of how to go forward in response to
approach
Pap
the problem
constraint
impositions of constraints not given in the
Pc
imposition
problem
phrases about requirements indicating scanning
scan
S
of memory
search
repeated phrases about requirements to access
scan call
Sc
deeper memory
expressions of surprise, discourage, upset,
block
Fb
withdraw
feeling
relief
Fr
expressions of relief
appreciation
Fa
expressions of praises, interests
mobilization
Fm expressions of self-encouragement
articulations of solutions or tentative solutions
purge
Ip
expressed in the beginning of the protocol
articulations of tentative, fairly specific idea as a
probe
Ipb
potential solution
list
Il
articulations of attempt to list objects of a kind
articulations of an idea that apparently has all
example
Iex
required attributes
ideating
articulations of attempt at elaborating upon an
elaboration
Ie
example
repeat of example
Ir
articulations of repetition of an example
articulations of a class of objects whose
generalization
Ig
members are potential solutions
articulations of attempt at overcoming the
constraint bypass
Ic
failure of a probe to meet one of the
Coding scheme
analysis method. The protocols were segmented
requirements
For each design task, the participant was asked toarticulations
and coded
methoda used
by Khandofaccording
attempt to
tothe
evaluate
potential
think-aloud while constraint
designing, and
the process
wallaagainst
(1993). one
Khandwalla
check
Ec wassolution
or more(1993)
of thestudied divergent
videotaped and a post-task interview was conduct-requirements
thinking in the creative problem solving process
ed. The data was analyzed through the protocol
and identified five categories of protocols: problem
articulations
of attempt to prove that a solution
evaluating
justification
Ej
met a requirement
articulations of victory by announcing a solution
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score
embodied all requirements

Table 1
Coding scheme (from Khandwalla 1993).

structuring (P), search (S), feeling (F), ideating (I), and
evaluating (E), each of which contains sub-categories. Our coding scheme follows these categories
and corresponding subcategories (Table 1).
During the parametric design task, unexpected
outcomes generated by the parametric Modelling
tool may show through verbalizations in forms of
feeling and search. In particular, the participant may
exhibit surprise, upset or discouragement, i.e. the
Table 2

Participant

Segment

signs of block (Fb) in feeling when encountering
an unexpected outcome. In addition to feeling, the
participant may than search her/his memory (S, Sc)
for verifications of the outcome. For each identified
code in Fb, S, or Sc, the corresponding computer
screenshots were examined to record the unexpected outcome and to determine the cause of the
unexpected outcome, i.e. “complex parameters” or
“mistaken links”. Table 2 illustrates our coding result:

Verbal transcript

Coding

Video

Sample coding results.

A

B

C
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each protocol segment is numbered, time-stamped,
with verbal transcript (the study was conducted in
Chinese), coding with identified cause of unexpected outcome if available, and video image.

Data analysis
In total, five participants took part in the study but
only three of them completed all three design tasks.
Our analysis was based on three participants (A, B,
and C) who have completed all tasks. Among the
three participants, A and B had one-year experience
in using Rhino/Grasshopper, while C had three-year
experience in using Rhino/Grasshopper and twoyear experience in using Generative Component.
All three participants use Rhino/Grasshopper for the
parametric design task in our study.
1. Design medium vs. divergent thinking.
Overall, regardless of design medium used, participant A exhibited most frequent divergent thinking both in terms of time frequency and segment
frequency, while participant C showed the least.
Among three design tasks, participant A showed
most frequent divergent thinking when using
parametric design software, participant B exhibited slightly higher frequency of divergent thinking
when using parametric design software, while participant C’s data showed opposing results in time
frequency and segment frequency. In particular,
participant C, being the most experienced “parametric designer” among all participants, showed the

Participant Medium
A
B
C

pds
npds
pp
pds
npds
pp
pds
npds
pp

least number and the least frequency of divergent
thinking when using parametric design software.
2. Unexpected outcomes.
To identify “unexpected outcomes”, we focused on
the design tasks using parametric design tools. We
examined the segments with Fb (feeling-block), S
(search-scan), or Sc (search-scan call) coding and
their corresponding computer screenshots to determine the occurrence of unexpected outcome. For
each occurrence, the cause of was “complex parameters” or “mistaken links” inferred using the verbal
transcript and corresponding computer screenshots.
For example, when the occurrence of unexpected
outcome corresponds to error or warning messages
in Grasshopper, we infer that the cause is of “mistaken links”. Both participant A and B had unexpected
outcomes due to “complex parameters” or “mistaken
links”, while participant C had only one occurrence
(Table 4).
3. Design thinking process.
We plotted the design process with encoded protocols to examine the divergent design thinking process where x-axis is the time dimension and y-axis
marks the coding as discrete elements (e.g., Figure
2). In particular, we wanted to relate the occurrences
of divergent thinking with “unexpected outcome”
created by the parametric design tools. We marked
the occurrence of unexpected outcome with a small
circle and looked for the coding of problem structuring (Pf, Pd, Pa, Pr, Pap, Pc) or ideating (Ip, Ipb, Il,

Design Time No of
No of
Frequency I Frequency II
(minutes)
Segment Coding (codings/min) (codings/seg)
89.42
76
150
1.68
1.97
53.25
48
81
1.52
1.72
33.42
24
47
1.41
1.96
191.42
120
214
1.12
1.78
257.93
92
160
0.62
1.74
73.85
34
63
0.85
1.85
118.50
47
70
0.59
1.49
104.70
62
83
0.79
1.34
105.50
33
49
0.46
1.48
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Table 3
Quantitative analysis of
protocol data (pds: parametric
design software; npds: nonparametric design software;
pp: pens and papers).

Table 4

Participant

Occurrences of unexpected
outcome in the parametric
design task.

A
B
C

No of unexpected
outcome
18
20
1

Iex, Ie, Ir, Ig, Ic) immediately after that. Overall, for
participant A and B, we saw prominent patterns of
“unexpected outcome” causing divergent thinking.
For participant C, however, we found no effects; the
only unexpected outcome was treated as a mistake
of his own fault.

Discussions
From the analyzed result, we observed that participant C behaved distinctly from the other two participants. Although all three participants has equivalent
experience in architectural design, participant C has
learned two parametric design tools for over two
years each, while participant A and B learned only
one parametric design tool for one year. We consider
participant C as an “experienced parametric designer” and participant A and B as “novice parametric
designers”.
Participant C was able to employ the parametric
design medium as proficient as other design mediums (i.e. non-parametric design software, and pens

Complex parameters Mistaken links
16 (89%)
17 (85%)
0 (0%)

2 (11%)
3 (15%)
1 (100%)

and papers). Therefore, the rate of divergent thinking did not very too much when participant C used
different design medium (see Table 3). Furthermore,
participant C, although had very few unexpected
outcomes, had consistently re-read the design task
and reformulated parametric models. This fits the innovative designing activities stated by Gero (1990;
2000).
Participant A and B exhibited more divergent
thinking and refined design problems more often
when using parametric design medium than using
the other two design mediums. Both of them encountered unexpected outcomes due to “complex
parameters” and “mistaken links.” It was observed
that the unexpected outcome sometimes hindered
their design process. For example, an expected outputs due to “mistaken links” prompted participant A
to restructure the design problem, but he was not
able to make necessary modifications to fix the parametric model so that he had to give up the original parametric model. Although most unexpected

Figure 2
A section of the design thinking process of participant A.
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outcomes were not adopted directly by them for
further design development, these unexpected outcomes did trigger redefinitions and refinements of
design problems.

CONCLUSION
From our study, there are some indications that
the space of possible design solutions of the participants was expanded with the existence of unexpected outcomes. However, this occurs more
prominently for those who are novice and less so for
those who are experienced. Review the state spaces
of design by Gero (Figure 1), each space of design
is perceived differently by designers with different
levels of experience. All trained designers should be
able to perceive the full space of routine designs. An
experienced expert designer may perceive the full
space of possible designs as illustrated in the figure.
However, a less experienced designer may not be
able to perceive the full extend of possible designs
and thus bounded by her/his own ability (Figure 3).
We see the potential effect of parametric modelling bringing unexpected outcomes to expand the
perceived space of possible designs for less experienced designers, as well as to expand the space of
possible designs for experienced designers. An experienced designer may overcome hindrances un-

expected outcomes with systematic explorations of
design problems and alternatives. Therefore, understanding how experienced designers behave while
employing parametric design tools is a key future research. In addition, if parametric tools may promote
designers’ reflections on design problems, these
tools may help novice designers to advance their
design capabilities. Therefore, employing parametric design tools as design teaching/learning tools
may warrant future research as well.
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